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PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABLE URBAN PLANNING
 

可持续城市规划的原则与实践 
 



China’s Development Challenge 	PVpzE½��
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Mode Split by Neighborhood Type 
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! Improve mobility 
! Attract economic activity  
! Improve air quality 
! Preserve arable land 
! Reduce carbon emissions 

! Support a harmonious and 
prosperous society 
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!  `¨ĪöôG 
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!  9�ĐÀÉ'¸ 
!  Zĸ6Ĉ 
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可持续的城市规划效益'



yí¦æ�#½ĂąÃ? 
Develop neighborhoods that 
promote walking 

1

Chongqing, China 



Develop neighborhoods that promote walking 
yí¦æ�#½ĂąÃ? 
 1 Shorten street crossings and emphasize pedestrian 

safety and convenience. 
ÖÀçÿÊæôÄĚ îæ�a%M�� 

A.

ĀëČōŌuą#ŜõŬ¤9İ�'Ŏń��/- Ƈù ĥģČêńŅŮ��O 



Develop neighborhoods that promote walking 
yí¦æ�#½ĂąÃ? 
 1 Encourage ground-level activity and create places to relax 

along primary pedestrian routes 
ĕ:¦æĚ��é¦æõ«ç��
e½Vp¹®
M�ćT� 

B.

¢�ƃcd�bÚF�UêńŅZ�ƉIêńôG ��M�śêńŅ 



�#Elàæö×Ô 
Prioritize bicycle networks  2

Bike-prioritized Intersection 

àæö�#½@_õFíÙ 



Prioritize Bicycle Networks 
�#Elàæö×Ô 
 2 Design streets that emphasize bike safety and 

convenience 
íëÿõ�Ë-àæö½a%M�� 

A.

!  Create dedicated bike lanes, at least 3 meters wide in 
each direction, on all streets except low-speed local 
streets. 

!  Provide secure bike parking in buildings, on streets, and 
at transit stations. 

!  iƀ�Æś�wČ¶Ùůś�ōĴļńŜůƍí
�Ñ_Ľ�3Ğ� 

!  iç�ƋůśbŜĚŽťÃ%�/ČļńŜ)É
u 



Prioritize Bicycle Networks 
�#Elàæö×Ô 
 2 Create auto-free streets and greenways to encourage 

non-motorized travel 
yí�æÿ×ÔĚĕ:�ºč¡9ö 

B.
!  Create car-free corridors across the city 
grid, no more than 800 m apart. 

!  When combined with transit and 
pedestrian-only streets, bike lanes should be 
protected. 

!  in�¦ę²ńůĳīƍ�Ý²ńůżŚ�y�
800Ğ 

!  i�0�Ŝů´Ķêńů1ĦÕƍļńŜů¡Ň
'¸āę;Þ 



1ydċ½çÿ×Ô  
Create dense networks of streets 
and paths 

3

Recommended: Dense networks of streets and paths 
yìě1ydċ½çÿ×Ô 

Discouraged: Arterial-dominant street network 
��!ěcĒõ��½rÿ×Ô 



Create dense networks of streets and paths 
创建密集的街道网络  
 3 Create dense street networks that enhance walking, 

bicycling, and vehicle traffic flow. 
1ydċ½çÿ×Ô¢�N¦æĖàæöM¡9ö-æ 

A.

!  Plan for a minimum of 50 intersections per sq. km !  Design local streets with traffic-calming features to help 
enforce speed limits. 

!  Ŋ=í�Ñ0ŵĽ�50��TY !  ōĴ�ūƅLÂÒ��HſŬČ�Ò 
!  Limit traffic speeds on local streets to 40km/h 

!  ÆśſŬ400ŵ/�Õ 



Create dense networks of streets and paths 
1ydċ½çÿ×Ô  
 3 Disperse high traffic volumes over narrow, parallel routes rather 

than concentrating on fewer major arterials. 

g�þ¯.�ácwøh½�¿sæ½ÿõ�ĚÜčċ	
Røi½�rÿė 

B.

!  Incorporate through roads that connect surrounding 
neighborhoods at least every 300 meters. 
!  Replace major arterials wider than 45 meters with efficient 
one-way couplets 
!  Î]ūţ¯ůśƍĽ�í300ĞRZŧÁagűŵOo 

!  ŴćƈËČQ_�<śX�ś�ţ45ĞČ��ů 

!  Create a grid of varied street types to provide multiple parallel 
routes for all types of traffic 

!  Ńŭ��ĉ�^Ņůğmħ³Čůśĳīƍ�\ğ�ūÃ
%x��ńś¬ 



��ĔðĆ½ 
&(�þ 8  
Support high-quality transit 

4

Guangzhou 



Support high-quality transit 
��ĔðĆ½  &(�þ 8  
 4 Ensure frequent and direct transit service. 

Á đÑĖ¾�½&(�þ 8 A. 

!  Establish a grid of high-capacity, high-speed 
transit corridors approximately every 1000 m with 
dedicated transit lanes. 

!  Provide an integrated multi-modal system and ensure 
seamless transfers to all available transit options. Minimize 
the number of transfers needed for most passengers. 

!  ¦ęōĴÙ0��ćůƋżƁģ�1000ĞČƈË
0�ĳī 

!  ¦ę��Ƃ³x+L�ū!Ġƍ�Ą¶Ù0�Ū
ºżČÓı½�ƍĲ9½�èÍƌ  



Support high-quality transit
��ĔðĆ½  &(�þ 8  
 4 Locate transit stations within walking distance of 

homes, jobs, and services. 
R�`Ėn�M 8T�¦æGù½ôÄ*íÙ&
�Íµ 

B.

!  All housing and job centers should be within 400 
meters of a local transit station and 800 meters of 
regional transit service. 
!  ¶Ù ~bC0Ƃ	k¶ŚēÛj0�ŜĚ�¡
ŏŗţ400ĞƍŚēOo¯0�Ěý�¡ŗţ800Ğƌ 

!  Increase density and ground floor services 
adjacent to major stations. 

!  i�ŉ0�ĚýaštE§W�¤b
ŅÚF�ƌ 



yí[6ß±I½  ĂąÃ?  
Zone for mixed-use neighborhoods 5



Zone for mixed-use neighborhoods 
yí[6ß±I½  ĂąÃ?  
 5 Encourage an optimal balance of housing and 

services through zoning codes. 
þú�ê�£¢b·�`� 8½��sè 

A.

!  Housing options should accommodate a mix of income 
levels and age groups. 

!  Mix housing, shops and services within commercial districts 
to create 24 hr communities. 

!  ��^Ç.Ƌ�^�ƊČ�Ã% µŪº 

!   ~Śēd£Ƌ}âƋ0fbÚFÜà�¡ŗţ400ĞƍK»
ŷĀ��Ɗ�ĵƍ$z·*¶ƌ  

!  Shops, schools, parks, and services should be located within 
400 meters of housing.  This includes age-specific services, such 
as day care. !  id�OÄų ~Ƌdź�U�ÊÚFƍ�ķŃŭ��24�

ÕŲôřČđOƌ  



Zone for mixed-use neighborhoods 
yí[6ß±I½  ĂąÃ?  
 5 Provide a variety of accessible parks and open space. 

��HÎ�â^Gù~½&OMz�ÉĈ B.

!  Neighborhood parks should be located within 500 meters of 
housing; large regional parks within 1 kilometer. 

!  Unique natural environments and local cultural and historical 
assets should be preserved and creatively reused. 

!  đO0fŚē ~¡��500ĞƍOo¯0f�ŗţ1
0ŵ 

!  ć�ÊÚF�U}âÞà¦đO	®ƍ�#3�Ĵi� O
Č400Ğŀg4  

!  Clusters of schools and civic destinations should form 
neighborhood centers within 400 meters of residential buildings. 

!  ¡'¸�>ŭ¯5?ćāĀČļþăsb©jÏLS[ŕú  



gQSzE}wM 
&(�þ�÷5¿>Ą 
Match density to transit capacity 

6 

In Curitiba, Brazil, high-rise development is focused 
within 200 meters of mass transit lines.   
 
i�ňČ ŵÃ�, ƈ�¦ĜŚēy�0�Ħś��ŗţ
200Ğƌ 

In Guangzhou, density is focused around the BRT 
corridor. The system’s capacity matches commute-hour 
transit demand. 
i��, ¿ŤŖ¥ŽťČ�¤şƂ	ƌĠĬĻBbūJÕ
żČŤŠƄñĎNųƌ 



Match density to transit capacity 
gQSzE}wM  &(�þ�÷5¿>Ą 6 Match density to the maximum peak-hour capacity of 

a transit system. 
gzEdwM&�ÏÕĔmh�½�\ûüß5¿>Ą 

A.

!  Both residential and commercial density should be 
designed to match the area’s peak commute transit 
capacity. 

!  Major job centers should only be located where high-volume 
transit services are available. 

!  ïćbdć§W�¤¡ŏ�©j0�ƈ�ÕìŤ
ŨĻBĎNų 

!  �ŉ��	®¡��ƈ�Ŷ0�ÚFOƌ  



Match density to transit capacity 
gQSzE}wM  &(�þ�÷5¿>Ą 6 In key employment areas, zone for mixed-use 

districts that combine everyday uses. 
R�éj�?ê/[6ß½±I2º?Ě´ó�q�Č 

B.

!  A mix of recreation, services, and retail should be 
located in employment areas to provide for workers’ daily 
needs. 

!  ¡i�"OoōęK»{�ƋÚFbƃcd�Þ
ûŘ���YČÔ�¶Ƅƌ  

!  Use TOD Center standards for minimum employment and 
population densities at stations to reinforce demand for services, 
transit and mixed use environment.. 

!  ŴćTOD	®ČōĴá8i0�Ěýašď����
� �Y�¤Ø�(ƍď'��ÚFƋ0��Uø]?ć
ČƄñƌ  



Á Ð,UElĚ 
�!ÀÈþ;  
Create compact 
regions with 
short commutes 

7

Kunming Regional Growth 
��?WEl 



Create compact regions with short commutes 
Á Ð,UEl,  �!ÀÈþ; 7

!  Regional development should seek a compact 
footprint through preservation, reuse, and infill of 
existing areas, balanced with dense areas of new 
growth. 

!  New development should avoid agricultural 
lands and other environmental assets. 

Reduce sprawl by focusing development in areas 
adjacent to and within existing cities. 
RÐĎ·�V?S?�Û·�V?*ăa�ElĚ
Ā$�uäx 

A.

!  Oo§W¡ūţ�ĄÙjOŦń'¸Ƌ5?ć
br,�ñġ:mW�ƍ�ƈ�¤ČÐ2Oo'
¼�ņ 

!  Ű-i6ĈěÙ�(Čăsŕú��Àn�§
W 



!  Create multiple high capacity transit connections to 
all new development areas 

!  Locate job centers and aim to limit commutes to 
approximately 5 kilometers or 15 minutes. 

!  Create smaller decentralized job centers that 
encourage reverse commutes. 

Create compact regions with short commutes 
Á Ð,UEl,  �!ÀÈþ; 7 Create a jobs/housing balance within a short 

commute distance. 
RøÀþ;ôÄ*b·Ý�sè 

B.

!  �¶ÙÐČ§WOoųvxĕƈ�Ŷ0�ĹĠ 

!  ���	®Ŧń]ą<Ìƍ#ūJŚēſAi5
0ŵŀg4ƍ´ĶūJÕżſAi15<Ÿ4 

!  >¦�m<ÌČ��	®ÞƉIV_ūJƌ 



êã"öMÿõ�ºĚ 
Y7-æ�2~  
Increase mobility by regulating 
parking and road use 

8 

Cities may choose to charge tolls for use of 
overloaded roads. 
n�Z�¹pśì«ÇţśŔƌ 

Singapore’s Electronic Road Pricing system has cut 
congestion and raised money for public transit and other 
uses. 
ÐElČĊ|ůśÇŔĠĬZ9Ş¹p±7 
 



Increase mobility by regulating parking and road use 
êã"öMÿõ�º,  Y7-æ�2~ 8 Limit parking in key employment districts to 

discourage driving during peak traffic periods. 
R�éj�?ĉ4"öĚ|f��Ĕm�§�ēö 

A.
!  Limit parking ratios in employment areas to 0.2 
stalls per worker. 

!  Eliminate long-term street parking to ease 
congestion and reduce street width. 

!  Remove all parking-space minimums for 
residential buildings and establish citywide parking-
space maximums consistent with targets for private 
car use. 

!  ���OoČ)Ŝ�ųîſAi0.2�/� 

!  ĒéŻÕżóŅ)Ŝ�İŋpq�ž�Ņů�
¤ 

!  X÷ ~ōŌ	ČØ�)Ŝ�ųîá8ƍ�ō
ę/�ŀgČ)Ŝ��ſ�NųŊ=	��òŜ
#ć¶ō�Ččá 



Increase mobility by regulating parking and road use 
êã"öMÿõ�º,  Y7-æ�2~ 8 Adjust car fees by time of day and destination. 

R�éj�?ĉ4"öĚ|f��Ĕm�§�ēö B.
!  Institute a congestion-management system that 
limits auto use in key urban and employment district 
at peak traffic hours. 

!  Charge tolls for use of overloaded roads and 
bridges and use the fees to support transit. 

!  Vary parking charges by time of day and location 
to insure high turnover. 

!  ¦ę¹pĝą!ĠƍſAƈ�Õż�ŉnOb�
�OČ�òŜ#ć 

!  �ƈŒłůśbåæ«ÇŔćƍ?ćÈŔćÈe
01�ū 

!  ã¾ÕżbjýŐÎ)ŜŔćƍ�ĄşƈČ)Ŝ
kaŝĂ 



Chenggong Lï�? 
Low Carbon City �ÂV 





Chenggong New Construction   Lï�V·�yí�+ 















REGIONAL CONTEXT 
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Disperse Traffic on One-Way Couplets 

Add Car-Free Streets 

Add Local Streets 

Superblocks 

Applying Low Carbon Design Principles to Chenggong

þúBJ.õ.��þ¯ 

²7�æÿ 

²7�õ 

ò\ç? 

�ÂíëC0RLï�?½vº



Superblocks – 
Total R.O.W. 36% 

Human Scale 
Blocks – Total 
R.O.W. 30% 

Applying Low Carbon Design Principles to Chenggong

�ækwç? 
�õďďÇ¨� 30% 

ò\ç? 
�õďďÇ¨� 36% 

�ÂíëC0RLï�?½vº
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0 1 km
(3280 ft)

0 1 km
(3280 ft)

Network of Arterials and 
Superblocks 

Network of Varying 
Street Widths and Block 
Sizes 

 
The fine grained street network allows an 
urban grid of small blocks to organize the 
site and provide for a pedestrian scaled 
environment. 

�rÿõ×�ò\ç? 

[kwçÿ�ç?½×¤ 

ĨľČÁ@ĳī��ŅOüôjħĩn�ėż
Ã%�ZĻ¯ƍ�Ńŭ��ńČ�¤băs 



Mixed uses and small blocks 
Small blocks and mixed uses 
replace typical superblocks to 
create a more walkable 
community. The greater street 
density improves pedestrian 
access and disperse traffic. 
 
[6ß½hUç? 
xDĻČ�mŅOX��ymŅ
Oƍ>¦�×ũ]êńČđOă
sƌtEČŅů�¤Èe�êń
ČZŢ¯ƍ^ÕċÌ�Ŝõƌ 

Auto-free streets 
A network of car free streets, 
some with bus access, others 
for bikes and pedestrians, are 
spaced no more than 800 
meters apart throughout the 
town. 
 
&�M�~�ºõ 
�Ù0�Ŝů´�ŷ�ļńŜb
ń�Č�ćŅůĳīª³�ŅO
ĳīƍůśżƁ�ŗţ800Ğƌ 

Paired one-way streets and 
narrow arterials 
Through traffic is carried on 
streets no wider than 45 meters. 
Higher volume traffic is diverted 
onto one-way street pairs, no 
more than 30 meters wide in 
each direction to allow easy 
pedestrian crossing. 
 
BJDÞõM�Ì½rÿ 
ūţ¯ůś�¤�Zŗţ45Ğƌ
ŷ�yõŶ�ūƍZ�ůś<�
\ś���30ĞČQ_VĹśƍ
&�ń�Ęńƌ 

Applying Low Carbon Design Principles to Chenggong



Walkable neighborhoods 
Each neighborhood has a 
roughly 500-meter walking 
radius, centered on local parks, 
schools, and other civic uses. 
 
ýI¦æ½ĂąÃ? 
©j0fƋ}âb3�0ćōÒ
¡��űŵđO�ŗţ500ĞČ
êńP¬ŀgƌ 

Accessible parks 
Linear greenways, neighborhood 
parks, and larger community 
parks are located throughout 
the plan and are easily reached 
by car-free streets and quiet 
local roads. 
 
G¦æ3ù½&O 
įĿū¥Ƌűŵ0fbşymđ
O0fŮ�Ŋ=ŀgƍZūţ0
�²ń�ćůb�ƅČĆôůś
Şß@Ţƌ 

Transit-oriented Development 
Areas with high levels of transit 
service, such as the crossing of two 
metro or BRT lines, have higher 
density, more commercial 
development, and a greater mix of 
uses. 
 
�&��fJ½El 
�Ù�v0�ÚFČOoƍzOo	
®�ÝjŹĦśČ½�ýƍ�¤�ĭ
ĮtEƋd�W�×�,<Ƌ#ćD
Ļ×�/Ɔƌ 

Applying Low Carbon Design Principles to Chenggong
�ÂíëC0RLï�?½vº
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